Math and Reading
Intervention

Differentiated
Instruction

Dynamic
Personalization

It does it all.
GROWTH FOR ALL LEARNERS
K-8 Reading & Math Adaptive Learning
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Discover SuccessMaker

Differentiation leads to
student growth.
Welcome to the most powerful SuccessMaker®
ever for Grades K-8 reading and math.
It does it all to make EVERY student more successful. This is
“true” adaptive learning for intervention, differentiation, and
personalization. Every student interaction adjusts instruction
in real time to real learning needs. SuccessMaker delivers
tutorials, practice, challenge, and remediation. It instantly
adjusts pacing and sequencing. It continuously assesses in
a natural, unobtrusive way.

“We think it’s important that the students take ownership.
If they’re able to see their strengths and weaknesses,
they’re able to see what they’re doing well on.
It makes them proud.“
Adrian Clark
School Coach and SuccessMaker Teacher
G.W. Carver Elementary School, Baytown, TX
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It works for you.
Here’s how...
1. Smart adaptive technology applied to a deep breadth
of content means targeted learning for each student’s level.
• In reading, over 4,000 learning objects and 1,000 practice lessons.
More than 30,000 assessment items in reading passages, ranging from
50-1250 Lexile® level.

• In math, over 1,650 learning objectives for tens of thousands
of exercises.

2. Not just one and done. Continuous assessment with every click, every
swipe and every response determines what happens next so content is
targeted to exactly where the learner is.
3. Fits the instructional blocks you have to meet students’ needs. Use it as
often as you need, just 15-20 minutes, 2-3 days a week. And it’s designed
for today’s blended classrooms through a digital platform supported by
print resources.
4. Prepare students to meet grade-level expectations. SuccessMaker is
fully aligned to state, college and career readiness, WIDA, and SIOP®
standards.
5. Do more with your core. Use SuccessMaker for evidence-based
differentiation to support your core program. Easily create custom
courses aligned to standards and most core programs targeted to
learning gaps for intervention or designed to accelerate students who
are ready for more.
6. 60+ languages remove language barriers and help English
learners excel.
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SuccessMaker News

The pathway to success.
SuccessMaker ensures reading and math mastery through individual student
progress tracking, real-time course adaptation, and reporting that provides
teachers with the data they need to intervene when it matters most.

Start
Placement
finds the
student’s
appropriate
level.

Saves teachers time,
captures data without
stressing students.

Personalized
intervention
supports
learning.

Informs teachers
exactly when
students will reach
key milestones.

Always keeps
pace with the
student, minimizing
frustration & fatigue.

Content
adjusts to the
individual
student.

Prescriptive
scheduling
provides
optimal
pacing.

Teachers make data
actionable with custom
courses targeted at
individual needs.

Data informs
teacher
decisions.

Custom
courses align
to your core
program.

Provides data
teachers need to
intervene when
it matters most.

Success

Reading &
Math Mastery!
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It’s a confidence maker.
Keeps Kids Engaged
and on Pace
No embarrassment for low
achievers. No boredom for
high achievers. SuccessMaker
includes gamified features
and microlearning (in small
bursts). It adjusts the pace and
path of instruction based on
every student response.

Too Much Testing?
Reduce the STRESS
Test anxiety is real.
SuccessMaker continuously
monitors progress behind
the scenes — without
stressing students.
The proprietary algorithm
adjusts learning and delivers
just the right support to
improve performance.
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SuccessMaker News

Actionable Data Speeds Instructional Decision-Making
SuccessMaker crunches numbers so you don’t have to. It compiles student data
INSTANTLY to help you stay on top of student progress. Use the data to focus your
one-on-one coaching, group work, and assignments.

Connects to Core
Create custom courses that allow you to easily align to most math and literacy core programs,
including enVision® Mathematics and myView Literacy. Maximize your effort to close gaps
and accelerate learning.
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Can you predict success? Yes!
Real-Time Data on
Standards Mastery
Access student mastery reports
by skill or standard. View how
much time learners spend and
the number of attempts made.
Real-time data helps teachers
hone in on learner needs.

Talk About
SMART Data

Prescriptive
Scheduling &
Data-Driven
Decisions

SuccessMaker not only reports
on student progress, it
predicts it! Predictive analysis
helps teachers improve
student success over time.
Keep students on pace
to master target skills
and standards.

“We’re using SuccessMaker to build success in our students, and we’re seeing it.
And it’s amazing.“

Dolores Serrano
SuccessMaker Math Teacher
G.W. Carver Elementary School, Baytown, TX
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SuccessMaker Actionable Data

SuccessMaker doesn’t replace
teachers. It supports what
teachers do. When learners
struggle, the adaptive
motion redirects students to
more practice, tutorials, or
prerequisite review.
It even delays presentations
to reduce frustration.

Good teachers
make adjustments.
Create Custom Courses
The custom course feature lets you
align learning with your state standards
and NWEA assessments.
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Success is in our name.
Check out these numbers.
More Gains on SuccessMaker Lead to
More Gains on Next Generation Assessments

Spring 2017 - Spring 2018
SuccessMaker / Next Generation Assessment

MATH

11.5

2017-2018 Scale Score
Gain on
Next Generation
Assessment

9.3
6.0

0-4

4-8

N=1099

N=644

8+

N=513

MONTHS GAIN IN SuccessMaker

GMADE
Assessment Gains

Math Mastery

Reading Success

Grade 1 English Learners

Grade 7 Hispanic Students

+43%

+25%

Grade 3 Students

+34%
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SuccessMaker Results

“I use SuccessMaker in math
so I can get a lot to learn so I
don’t fail my grades.”

“I started to like reading
more and it’s made me
a better reader.”

Student
Grade 3

Student
Grade 3

Predictive Accuracy

ELL Gains

Special Education
Students

+11%

1-Year Gain
in 5 Months

Grades 3-8 Students

+98%
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Reading
Reading growth from
any starting point.
How do you make sure every reader gets what they need? Intervention for one, acceleration
for another, extra challenge for a third? SuccessMaker does it all. It supports struggling readers,
language learners, reading superstars, and every reader in class. SuccessMaker is the K-8 adaptive
learning program that supplements your ELA/literacy instruction. While you’re working with small
groups or individuals, SuccessMaker can work with your other students to provide guided practice,
remediation, fluency assessment, and independent practice, dynamically and interactively at their
exact level.
SuccessMaker

®

Academic Vocabulary
Families

Name

•

Morphological

Directions: Read the following passage from the short story “Dee’s Stormy Night.”
Then answer the questions below.

SuccessMaker

T

he winds were growing stronger than
expected, and Dee looked out the
window nervously. Weather forecasts on
radio and television stations called for heavy
rain. News programs predicted this would
be the severest storm of the summer.
Dee knew that a storm like this could
easily bring destruction. The last time there
was a really bad storm, many roads flooded.

®

Name

Academic Vocabulary
Suffixes

Prefixes and

Grass and leaves had covered the storm
•
drains, leaving the rain no place to go.
Suddenly, the lights went out. Just as
Dee’s aunt handed her •a flashlight,
they
Sometimes
you may come across words you do not know. You can look to see if the
heard a loud boom. A treebase
branch
hit has
the a prefix at the beginning or a suffix at the end that helps you figure out
word
front door! Luckily, the front
door was not
the meaning.
damaged. Wow! This is•going
to be some
The prefix
un- makes a word mean “not” or “the opposite of.” For example, unhappy
storm, Dee thought.
means “not happy.”
• The suffix -ly makes a word mean “in a
“in a slow way.”

way.” For example, slowly means

• The suffix -tion makes a word mean “the act of
1. How does the base word destroy help you understand the word
destruction?

.” For example, addition means

“the act of adding.”

• The suffix -ive makes a word mean “tending to
“tending to act.”

.” For example, active means

Directions: Read each sentence. One word is underlined in each sentence. Circle
2. What is an example of destruction given in the passage? Write
it below.
the prefix
un- or the suffix -ly, -tion, or -ive in the underlined word. Then circle the
correct meaning of the word.
3. How can you figure out the meaning of the word severest?

4. What is the meaning of damaged?
5. How are the words destruction and damage alike?

1. Bobby and Ashley replaced the broken treats with undamaged ones.
not broken
not sweet
2. Many people’s homes were severely damaged, or badly destroyed.
in a bad way
in a strange way
3. The storm had passed through the American South a few days before, causing
terrible destruction.
the act of causing
the act of destroying
4. Rachel fixed the unattractive car wash sign by drawing colorful pictures on it.
not looking good
not tending to make
5. The attraction of the baked goods caused Mr. Huang to visit the bake sale table.
the act of watching
the act of drawing in
6. Mrs. Miller knew the Red Cross was helping with the relief effort for the disaster
caused by the destructive storm.
tending to make new1 tending to tear apart
7. Mr. Miller attractively arranged treats on a tray for the children’s bake sale.
in a pleasing way
in an organized way
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Encourages Independent Reading
Close reading scaffolds and instructional support
include an animated “cognitive coach” and “read
to me” audio. Teachers can mute the audio for
more challenge.
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SuccessMaker Reading

Targets Academic Vocabulary
Build academic vocabulary through interactive
activities and printable worksheets.

Assesses Deeper Understanding
SuccessMaker continuously monitors students without
test stress. Students construct, select, and match items
to demonstrate their understanding. TEIs prep for
high-stakes tests.

Aligns by Skill or Standard
SuccessMaker keeps all students on pace to meet state
English Language Arts standards. It aligns instruction
to CCR Standards, WIDA® Standards , and the SIOP®
Framework.

Engages and Rewards to
Motivate Students
Spark student interest to give them the chance to
activate prior knowledge. Each lesson uses a video
to introduce the genre, academic vocabulary,
and skill focus.

“SuccessMaker has built onto its already strong vocabulary base the addition of
academic vocabulary lessons.“
Freddy Hiebert, Ph.D.
Author and President/CEO of TextProject
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Math
Math growth from
any starting point.
How do you differentiate instruction and ensure math growth for everyone? Meet SuccessMaker®
Math. It’s the adaptive learning program that continuously personalizes math instruction for
student growth and differentiation. Every student interaction determines what happens next.
In a classroom of 25 students, SuccessMaker Math can serve up 25 different learning pathways.
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Aligns by Skill or Standard

Supports High-level Thinking

SuccessMaker keeps everyone on pace to
meet state mathematics standards. It aligns
instruction to CCR standards, WIDA®,
and SIOP® Framework.

Drag and drop, number pads, dropdowns,
calculators, and graphing emphasize “doing.”
Students express their know-how in a variety of
ways. TEIs mimic state assessments.

SuccessMaker Math

Creates Problem Solvers
Authentic problems engage students with
mathematical ideas and relationships. There
are multiple steps and multiple ways to solve
the problem – and support if setbacks occur.

LINEAR MODELS.

LINEAR MODELS.

Supports Today’s Blended Classrooms

SHOW ME
Sketch a line segment that shows

Mathematical Goals

Materials Needed

A fraction is written as the number of equal parts being
considered (shaded, selected, meeting some criterion,
and so on) divided by the number of equal parts in one
whole. Determining the whole is important for understanding fractions.

Student Books and markers

There are many ways to express a number as a fraction,
such as 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, and so on.

Scissors (one per student)

inches.

Teach whole-class and small-group lessons, or oneon-one. Printable target math lessons are available
digitally or for purchase in print. They can be assigned for
remediation, enrichment practice, and homework. Print
components include Teacher’s Resource Guide, Student
Practice, and Show Me Cards.

Response boards and writing materials for each
student
Show Me Cards UEF 4-1 through UEF 4-5

WORK TIME
1. Use your ruler to help you find a fraction equivalent to each fraction below.
a.

b.

English ruler (one per student)

Linear models are useful for representing fractions as
numbers or fractions that involve continuous amounts
like lengths.

Optional Materials
A large visual of the six number lines in prob1
lem 2, including tick marks for , , , ,
3

Misconceptions Addressed

,

, and

2. Tear out page 15, Paper Strips, and cut out both paper strips along the dashed lines.

to model what is meant by “circle

sets of equivalent fractions”

Writes a fraction as part-to-part instead of
part-to-whole

•

Your teacher will tell you how to fold the strips.

• As you fold your strips, use them to help you complete the number lines on
You may also wish to post the partner work
page 12.
ritual so that you can reference it in problem 2.

Does not understand how fractions are
represented in diagrams/models

•

Use your number lines to complete parts a–c that follow.

Focus on Language

Writes a fraction as whole-to-part not partto-whole

Model the use of these words and encourage students
to use them throughout the lesson. Consider displaying the words so students can see them as they work.
Spanish cognates are in parentheses.

Does not understand that fractions are
numbers as well as portions of a whole

conjecture (conjetura)
linear (lineal)
number line
relationship (relación)
English ruler
symbol (símbolo)

150 Targeted
Lessons at
Point of Use
1

1

Targeted Lessons

Targeted Lessons

Spanish
Translation

Spanish Audio

Reduces Language Barriers
¡Hola! Salaam. Namaste. Marhaba. Ciao. It’s the
best SuccessMaker yet. 60+ language translations
and audio support for English learners provide
the accessibility schools need.

“SuccessMaker provides students with multiple opportunities to connect their work to
mathematic concepts.”
Linda Gojak, Ph.D.
Author and Former President of NCTM
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Empower all students.
“I really like SuccessMaker because it
helps me learn how to do math and
how to read better.“

Student
Grade 4
G.W. Carver Elementary School, Baytown, TX

The thought leaders of today
help turn theory into practice.
Reading/ELA Authors
Freddy Hiebert, Ph.D.
President and CEO of TextProject, Inc.

P. David Pearson, Ph.D.

“I started to like reading more and
it’s made me a better reader.“

Student
Grade 5
G.W. Carver Elementary School, Baytown, TX

CASE Certified
and also Meets
ESSA Strong
Evidence

Professor Emeritus, Graduate School
of Education, University of California,
Berkeley

Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.
Professor, Department of Special
Education, The University of Texas
at Austin

Mathematics Authors
Linda Gojak, Ph.D.
President , National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM), 2012–2014

Eric Milou, Ph.D.

Learn more at SuccessMaker.com. Email us: info@successmaker.com.
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